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Ovarian cancer

• the highest fatality-to-case ratio of all gynecologic cancers

• less than 40% of cases are diagnosed in early-stage disease



Ovarian cancer

• Agreed   fertility preservation in all young patients who want 
childbearing (<40 years) as:

1. Germ cell tumors : very chemosensitive

2. Borderline tumors : rarely relapse

3. Early stage ovarian cancer 



Expected number of cases for FSS



Expected number of cases for FSS



Surgery

• The standard surgical treatment of patients with FIGO         
stage I - II epithelial ovarian cancer :
– TAH+BSO, peritoneal sampling (washing and directed biopsies), 

omentectomy, and pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenectomy

• Fertility sparing surgery :
– USO, complete staging including peritoneal sampling, pelvic and para-

aortic lymph node dissection and omentectomy

– Biopsy of the remaining ovary and an appendectomy : optional



Fertility sparing surgery 
- considerations in technique

• If the macroscopic appearance of the contralateral ovary is normal

→ the rate of microscopic tumor : 0 - 2.5% 

• A biopsy of the remaining ovary 

→ potential cause of adhesions → reduce fertility 

• Cystectomy for benign-appearing contralateral ovarian cysts

→ must be done

two bilateral cancers out of nine cystectomies (Park et al, 2008)

• Appendectomy : recommended as part of the surgical staging in mucinous
tumors (same as borderline ovarian tumors

• Uterine curettage : to rule out concomitant uterine cancer 



Borderline tumor

• Fertility-preserving procedures in cases of borderline ovarian 
tumor is now well-established

• The standard of care in young women 

: USO, omentectomy, peritoneal washing, careful examination

of the peritoneal surface and contralateral ovary

• Appendectomy, in cases of mucinous borderline tumors

• Key to diagnosis 

: pathology to avoid any infiltrative micropapillary pattern





None of these 9 patients died of progression of their disease. All 
recurrences were detected during follow-up procedures.

Conclusion: 
Conservative management of LMP tumor significantly increases 
the risk of recurrence but does not affect overall survival. 
Conservative management might be proposed in young patients 
who wish to preserve their fertility, but careful follow-up will be 
required to detect tumor recurrence.



• Prognosis of borderline tumor is excellent, with overall 
survival rates for early stage as high as 97%.

• Rates of recurrence are higher in cases of conservative 
surgery than with radical surgery

• Even if conservative surgery increases the risk for recurrence, 
disease is often amenable to surgical management, and 
patient survival is not affected by the conservative approach

Borderline tumor



A multi center retrospective study
Inclusion criteria : 
(i) Histological review by the same pathologist
(ii) age ≤ 40 years
(iii) conservative management  with complete peritoneal staging
(iv) delivery of a platinum-based chemotherapy in stage ≥IC
(v) follow-up >1 year



RESULTS: 
34 patients had conservative management
(Stage 1A: 30, Stage IC:3, Stage IIA : 1) 
11 patients had recurrence (Rate 11/34= 32.4%)
(10 invasive disease, 1 borderline recurrence)
Among 10 patients with invasive recurrence
(Stage IA G1:1. Stage IA G2:4, Stage IA G3:1, Stage ≥ IC: 4)
All patients with stage > IA had recurrence
10 pregnancies were observed in 9 patients.

Conclusion: 
Conservative surgery for patients with EOC could be considered in young 
patients with stage IA G1 disease. 
This procedure should not be performed in patients with FIGO stage > IA.



After a central pathological review and search of the medical records 
from multiple institutions, a total of 572 patients  with Stage I EOC were 
retrospectively evaluated.
All patients were divided into three groups:
group A (n=74) : FSS, age ≤ 40
group B (n=52) : RS, age ≤ 40
group C (n= 446); RS, age > 40





There was no significant difference in OS among these groups



Even when they were stratified by sub-stage, 
There were no significant differences in survival among the three groups





Conclusion: 

Stage I EOC patients treated with FSS showed an acceptable prognosis 
compared with those who underwent RS.



(Int J Gynecol Cancer 2009;19: 1199Y1204)





Retrospective study with 62 invasive EOC patients  who underwent fertility-
sparing surgery, defined as the preservation of ovarian tissue in one or both 
adnexa and the uterus
Of the 62 EOCs
Stage : IA (n=36), IB(n=2), IC (n=21) , IIB(n=1), IIIA(n=1), and IIIC(n=1) 
Grade :I (n=48), II(n=5), III (n=9)
48 patients received platinum-based adjuvant chemotherapy 



At a median follow-up of 56 months (range, 6–205 months)
11 patients recurred (6 died of disease, 2 were alive with disease, and 54 
were alive without disease)
Patients with stage > IC (p = 0.0014) or grade III (p = 0.0002) tumors had 
significantly poorer survival. 
Nineteen women attempted to conceive, and there were 22 term 
pregnancies, with no congenital anomalies in any of the offspring.

Conclusion: 

Fertility-sparing surgery can be considered in young patients with stages IA–C 
and grades I–II EOCs who desire to preserve their fertility.



• age ≤50,  stage IA or IC EOC patients in the SEER database 
• bilateral oophorectomy vs ovarian conservation
• uterine conservation vs hysterectomy 
• multivariate Poisson regression models, Cox proportional hazards 

models and the Kaplan-Meier method





Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival in patients 
(A) stage IA 
(B) stage IC  
-------- oophorectomy

ovarian preservation.





Total of 1186 women; BSO ,754(64%) Ovarian preservation 432 (36%)
Younger age, later year of diagnosis, and residence in the eastern or 
western United States were associated with ovarian preservation 
Women with endometrioid and clear cell histologies and stage IC disease 
were less likely to have ovarian conservation 
Ovarian preservation had no effect on survival (hazard ratio [HR], 0.69; 95% 
confidence interval [CI], 0.39-1.20)
Uterine preservation had no effect on survival (HR, 0.87; 95% CI, 0.62-1.22).

Conclusion: 
Ovarian and uterine-conserving surgery were safe in young women who 
had stage IA and IC epithelial ovarian cancer. 



Germ Cell Tumours

Ref Cases Chemo Preg Survival

Perrin 1999 45 29 7 babies 2 deaths

Sagae 2003 26 23 4 pregnancies – no deaths

Zanetta 2001 138 81 40 babies 95% 5 year

For Germ cell tumors – outcome excellent. Most problems
were in the more advanced stage diseases.
Fertility can be retained.



FSS for women with BRCA mutation



Possible candidate 

• young BRCA mutation carriers

• especially those with a history of breast 
cancer

• be reluctant to undergo prophylactic BSO



• resecting the fallopian tube from the uterine level to the 
ovary

• resecting the totality of the terminal part of tube or fimbria 
along with its attachment to the underlying ovary

• bipolar coagulation and scissors are used to separate the tube 
from the uterine cornua

• dissecting tube free from mesosalpinx until the fimbria

• remove the portion of ovary tethered to the fimbria together

• at the most, 1/4 of the ovarian volume is removed along with 
the fimbria.

Radical fimbriectomy



Radical fimbriectomy

Separation of fallopian tube from uterus after limited bipolar dessication 
(right side) 



Radical fimbriectomy
The four methods of ovarian division
A: Sharp division with scissors ; B: Stapler: EndoGIA® 45mm vascular tape ; 
C: Bipolar scalpel: 5mm LigaSure® blunt tip ; D: Harmonic scalpel: Ultracision®



• Fertility conservation is safe for Borderline 
tumor and germ cell tumor

• For invasive tumors – probably best to restrict 
fertility preservation surgery to properly 
staged, Stage 1 disease

Conclusions



Thank you for your attention


